Ansar® kills weeds!

Today "Ansar" is America's number one post-emergence herbicide. It's available in a wide range of formulations to meet your specialized needs. For example:

"Ansar 529" (a liquid solution with surfactant added) is a selective herbicide, remarkably effective in eradicating Johnson Grass and most other weeds in cotton and non-crop areas. It's non-toxic, easy to apply, harmless to cotton and surprisingly economical.

"Ansar 560" is a general herbicide—a long-awaited replacement for 'weed oil.' It completely eliminates weeds along roadways, ditches, fence rows and around buildings and storage areas. "Ansar 560" is more economical than weed oil... and far more effective.

There are other "Ansar" products to meet special needs... and in the future there'll be more! In the development stage are "Ansar" herbicides for use in orchards, vineyards and many other crop areas.

So keep in touch with your county agent and your local farm chemicals dealer... and keep your eye on the big "Ansar" X trademark. It's a product of THE ANSUL COMPANY, MARINETTE, WISCONSIN.